"Now we finally know that dealing with racial differences in humans is nothing like a meaningless hobby such as a herbarium or butterfly collection. We need the whole of anthropology as a politically important national science." So proclaimed the Nazi anthropologist Hans Weinert, scarcely able to disguise his satisfaction at regime support for his view. The anthology under review, composed of papers presented in 2009 at Oslo's Center for the Study of the Holocaust and Religious Minorities, seeks to restore the former importance of academic racism to the study of Nazi genocide. It thereby argues against recent historiographical trends subordinating ideology to more mundane explanatory factors such as Nazi utopian economic, agricultural, and social schemes. In its effort to rehabilitate "race science" as a key concept for the understanding of Nazi genocide, the book is only somewhat successful.
The obstacles are daunting. What the term "racial science" meant was far from clear then, and remains so today. Eugenics (positive and negative), human heredity, experimental genetics, "racial hygiene," racial biology, and physical anthropology come and go in these pages, their precise meaning cloaked by shifting boundaries and nebulous field and subfield definitions. The editors and contributors are challenged to extract clarity from a discourse based on pseudoscience and bogus theories of human behavior, notions that were wholly subjective and transparently self-serving. Rarely did "experts" find their own races too highly placed in the hierarchy. Mussolini's race "consultants" expediently abandoned the idea that Italians were of "Mediterranean" stock, reconfiguring them into Aryans. Latvians also found it advisable to stress their "Nordic" rather than their Baltic "race traits" once the Germans began to govern them. Such transformations met little resistance and required scant empirical data. "Race science," in fact, bore none of the attributes of science: its findings were pre-ordained, its experiments unreplicable, its "principles" and applications idiosyncratic.
Of course, the "science" was still important in the formation and execution of murderous projects. But here, too, the volume remains, at best, only partially successful. In the majority of cases the authors fail to establish the all-important nexus between theorists and the policy-makers. Again and again, contributors resort to formulas such as "[so and so] laid the groundwork for," or "was very influential in establishing," or "contributed unwittingly to." When it comes to the actual formulation of policy, the evidence seems mostly inconclusive.
The book's less ambitious goals, on the other hand, are worthy and well realized. The concluding essay by Wolfgang Bialas treats the moral and ethical dimension of the phenomenon usefully and thoroughly. The twelve other chapters survey countries and ideologies that often receive slight or no attention in the literature. In addition to Germany, the authors-all but two based at European institutions-present wellresearched work on the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, Austria, Italy, Croatia, Hungary, Romania, Estonia, and Latvia. Rory Yeomans' account of the Croatian case is particularly instructive on the role of racialist thought in the deadly measures taken against Serbs and Jews during World War II; dramatic reversals of policy from extermination to assimilation and back to extermination depended on which Ustasha faction held power. Apparently, racial theory was far less critical in this process than "moral, social, and economic arguments." The irony here is not lost on Yeomans: "Perhaps the greatest contradiction of all was that a regime under which racial thinking remained peripheral proved . . . more murderous than regimes . . . with a profound commitment to eugenics" ( p. 202).
Another achievement of the essays is to make clear that race science was already much in evidence before the Germans arrived anywhere. Far from forcing their ideology onto an unwilling intelligentsia-a claim heard frequently after the war-the Germans found in almost every country well-developed, institutionalized racialist enterprises with ready access to the public sphere. The "race experts" of many lands were as often as not numbered among the intellectual elite. Many had begun their studies in Germany before the Nazi era, retaining contacts with German academics and institutions after 1933.
The Germans cannot be held responsible for the creation of race science, but their presence was manifestly important in its further development and practical employment. Beyond this generality, however, and what this book demonstrates in admirable detail, is the variety of relationships and reciprocal influences in individual national arenas. No uniform pattern emerges.
The editors make the point that, for the Germans, race science was the instrument by which a grandiose vision of the future was to be realized: a utopian reordering of Europe's populations. After 1933 it became the guiding doctrine for many of Germany's decision makers. But as the Third Reich expanded its influence and/or control into the rest of Europe, it discovered more modest conceptions concerning the proper functions of race science and, in many places, much less consensus about its validity. In Estonia, for example, the concern of race scientists before occupation was to reverse the "decline" of the Estonian state and to fend off the looming "extinction of the race." After 1941 the emphasis shifted to improving the Germans' rather low opinion of Estonians' racial qualities. The foremost Estonian exponent of race science never subscribed to racial antisemitism, even after he had begun to make himself useful to the Nazi authorities. He, along with a "substantial number of [other] Estonian scientists and scholars" ended up contributing to the building of Hitler's "New Europe" ( p. 287).
In most places, especially those where race science did not enjoy wide acceptance, the Nazi presence proved a boon to the field. In Austria, as Thomas Mayer shows, the Anschluss swept away obstacles that had prevented the teaching of eugenics, human heredity, and experimental genetics in the universities. In 1938 these suddenly became legitimate academic disciplines, designated as racial hygiene and racial biology, with many faculty advancing existing, or stepping into new, academic careers. Elsewhere the Germans found eager cooperation from communities of the likeminded, but they also ran into foot-dragging and obvious lack of enthusiasm in places they least expected. Terje Emberland relates the difficulties Himmler encountered in gaining whole-hearted collaboration from the Norwegians, a people who sat atop his Nordic pyramid. In "race-related" Denmark and the Netherlands, Himmler's plans ran into all sorts of complications and unforeseen problems.
The individual studies here are valuable in themselves, independent of the larger goals of the book. In this regard, the collection certainly encourages a reevaluation of the role of race science as an ideological force in the Nazi imperium. But the case studies also imply an argument for the great-possibly greater-importance of autonomous politics, factionalism, opportunism, and brutality in the nightmare that descended upon Europe.
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